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Introduction
The British Dodgeball University Club Survey 2019 was conducted in May and June 2019. This was
undertaken in order to gain a better understanding of the landscape of the sport at university level
in terms of participation, level of competition, possible benefits in future BUCS-affiliation of the
British Dodgeball League set up and future competition structure. Key findings and next steps are
listed below.

Key Findings
1.

Approximately 1,500 students participate in university club dodgeball sessions throughout a
season.

2.

The majority of respondents were undergraduates (69.2%) and played within the university
league system (74.0%).
More info: Respondent Details

3.

89.4% of respondents stated that the current British Dodgeball University League Pathway
should become affiliated with BUCS. Following a key word analysis of answers, the most popular
reasons were increased recognition, more support, higher participation and better
opportunities.
More info: BUCS affiliation

4.

The majority of respondents (38.5%) stated that they wanted to see a University Super League
placed above the Regional University Leagues. 24.1% of respondents wanted to ensure that
regional leagues continued to culminate in a league finals day.
More info: Future League Structure

Next Steps
Using our four key findings, we have developed the following next steps for British Dodgeball to take
to develop the university side of the sport in the UK:
1.

University participation is very high; Sport England determined that 99,600 students played
dodgeball at least once last year, however only 1,500 became involved with British Dodgeballaffiliated university clubs. To bring more students into university clubs, we will continue to
support our university clubs by offering a competitive pathway and write a new annual club set
up guide aimed at supporting new university club committee members.

2.

We will look for the British Dodgeball University League Pathway to become affiliated with
BUCS for the 2020-2021 season.

3.

We will look to set up British Dodgeball University Super Leagues made up from the top
finishers of last season’s regional leagues. We will aim to do this in the 2019-2020 season
for the men, and in the near future for the women’s competition (when enough women’s teams
enter the University League Pathway to maintain sustainability of the British Dodgeball
Regional Leagues).

4.

We will look to continue holding a University Final’s day. For the men’s competition, the top
teams from each region will play off to earn places in the Super League. In the women’s
competition, the top teams from each region will play off for the title of National University
League Champions.

University Details
265 people responded to the survey from a range of 47 different establishments. Respondents
that attended the 13 non-affiliated universities, stated that there was either no dodgeball
club set up, or they were staff members at the university in question.

Respondent Student Status

Respondent Student Player Type
The majority of respondents were university league players (74%). Some respondents played
in community leagues instead of, or in addition to, the university league pathway (21.9%).
A minority of respondents were purely social players (0.4%), and 7.2% classed themselves as
causal, attending at least one or more university open competitions this year. 14.7% of
respondents stated that they are involved with an international team.

BUCS Affiliation
An overwhelming 89.4% of respondents indicated that they thought it would be a positive
move for the UK student experience if the British Dodgeball University League Pathway were
to become affiliated with BUCS.

Breaking this down further, 90% of current university league players believe the university
league pathway should become BUCS-affiliated, 2.5% believe they should not, and 7.5% were
unsure. 100% of university staff members/sports officers stated that they believe the
league pathway should become recognised by BUCS.

Key Word Analysis
A kay word analysis was performed on the question, “What benefits do you believe BUCS
affiliation would have on the university sports experience; your specific university or as
a whole?” to track what respondents perceived to be the main benefits of BUCS affiliation.
The most popular key words were:

–

–
–

–

Misconceptions
Two keywords were listed which will be addressed in an email by British Dodgeball to
university clubs should a potential BUCS application go further.
The first was ‘funding’ (mentioned 81 times). There is no guarantee of funding for
university clubs; university sports programmes have a limited budget and may not fund a
dodgeball club simply because it is in BUCS.
The second was ‘Wednesday’ (mentioned 6 times). British Dodgeball would still coordinate
any BUCS-affiliated league and plan to keep them on a weekend date for the near future to
ensure availability of league coordinators and referees.

Future League Structure
The final question of the survey was regarding the set up of future university league
pathways, more specifically regarding the setting up of university super leagues.

If British Dodgeball set up a super league in the 2019-2020 season for the men’s
competition with regional leagues below it, with the addition of a league finals day which
determines promotion into the super league competition, then this satisfies 62.6% of
respondents.
British Dodgeball will look to create a similar pathway for the women’s competition in the
near future, once enough women’s teams enter to maintain the sustainability of
competitiveness of the regional leagues.

